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Coase’s article the nature of the firm which published in 1937 created the 
transaction cost analysis paradigm of firm theory and marks the beginning of modern 
firm theory research. Through the efforts from Coase and other transaction costs 
theorists, transaction cost theory has become the mainstream paradigm of the modern 
firm theory. But the criticism has always been along with it since it was born. The 
criticism mainly focuses on the fact that transaction cost theory simply emphasizes the 
institutional nature of the firm. It just attend to the impact of different institutional 
choice on organizational performance, instead, the technical nature of the firm has 
been excluded. Therefore, transaction cost theory cannot fully explain the nature of 
the firm. Before Coase, both classical economics such as Adam Smith and Marshall 
and new classical economics treated on the firm issue although they did not put up 
systemic firm theory. In their theory, the technical nature of the firm was emphasized, 
and the division of labor process, cooperation, economies of scale and economies of 
scope were particularly analyzed. But the shortage is that the human in their theory 
has only physical attributes in labor as other material factors, without social attributes 
just as the transaction cost theory emphasized. Namely, classical economics and new 
classical economics did not analyze the incentive effect of institution on laborers, so 
they are also incomplete, and unable to make complete explanation on the firm nature. 
When analyzing the evolution of social history, Marx advanced the productivity 
and relations of production principle. The principle provided a new idea to establish a 
complete analysis framework for firm theory. Productivity represents the technical 
aspect of historical development, and the relations of production represent the 
institutional one. The contradiction movement in productivity and relations of 
production is the power for the development of the social history. As one micro form 
of production organization, firm also has the dual nature, namely the technical nature 
and the institutional nature. The former represents the objective aspect of the nature of 














the nature of the firm be explained in full. In the argumentation of the productivity 
and relations of production principle, Marx put too much emphasis on the decisive 
role of productivity, weakened the initiative of the relations of production. Transaction 
cost theory shows the importance of institution by comparing the impact of different 
institutional choice on economic performance, which objectively forms a 
complementary relationship with Marxian theory. Any concrete form of the firm 
organization is a special combination of technology and institution. Its emergence is 
not for the transaction cost minimization or for production cost minimization, but for 
the total cost minimization. 
In the relationship between technology and institution, Marx emphasized the 
decisive role of technology .North emphasized the decisive role of institution. Both of 
the two ideas are correct. Marxian theory is to explain history materialism, while 
North theory is to express the impact of the institutional choice on economic 
performance. The co-evolution history between technology and institution states that 
technology and institution are mutual causal and decided. In fact, the decision of 
technology on institution requires the counteractive of institution on technology and 
the decision of institution on technology also means the choice role of technology on 
institution. Therefore, the argument of technical decision and the one of institutional 
decision are the same in logic, the different aspects of the same evolutionary process. 
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